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Abstract
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Every day we deal with complexity, searching for ways
to simplify our world and the decisions we have to
make. With an overwhelming amount of information,
transportation is one of the most complex challenges
we tackle each day. You need to be somewhere; how
will you get there? What mode of transportation will
you take? Which route? Check the weather. Check the
traffic. Check the bus/train schedule. Check the
Uber/Lyft prices. The list goes on and on. The task of
trip planning has become quite cumbersome because
each person has their own unique set of preferences.
These preferences determine which modes of transport
and which routes are preferred over others in any given
circumstance. This paper shares our findings as we
attempted to gain an overarching understanding of
travel preferences and presents our concept for a new
platform that accounts for them. Through
personalization, the interface presents users with the
information they would want to know and hides
everything else that’s irrelevant to them.
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Introduction
Transportation is fraught with complexity. Most areas
are an intricate lattice of roads that provide numerous
alternatives for getting from point A to point B; which
one is the most appropriate? This quandary is amplified
in urban areas where the list of viable modes of
transportation expands with the addition of public (e.g.
bus, subway) and private (e.g. Uber/Lyft, Greyhound)
options. The introduction of more transportation
alternatives has led to a corresponding increase in
travelers’ willingness to utilize multiple modes of
transportation [6, 9]. With so many options, how is a
traveler to make sense of it all?
Public institutions like city governments have largely
avoided the issue [5], but many private companies
have risen to the challenge. Trip planning, which is the
decision-making that goes on before a traveler decides
what transportation modes and routes to utilize, is
largely done on smartphones due to travelers’ tendency
to plan a trip on-the-go. Google Maps [8] and
Citymapper [2] are two of the most frequently used
mobile apps for trip planning. Both attempt to provide
accurate and easily-accessible information for all modes
of transportation.

Literature Review
Most of the work in this area is focused on three things
1) route optimization [7, 10] 2) sharing economy [6]

and 3) highly specialized transportation needs like that
of seniors or environment conscious travelers [10, 11].
Most current applications for route optimization use
input of two locations and display the route(s) for each
mode of transportation with the shortest amount of
travel time. Google Maps and Citymapper are two
frequently-used apps that do this. Our observation from
analyzing these two apps suggested that time/duration
of travel isn’t the only criterion that is considered in the
decision-making process. There are many additional
variables people prefer by which to optimize their
travel. The Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
community has worked on route optimization on an
algorithmic level [3, 4]. Dibbelt et al’s eCompass [3]
detailed algorithms that enable 1) multimodal public
transportation route planning and 2) personalized route
optimization for tourists with accommodations for
lunch, coffee breaks, and such. Digmayer et al. [4]
surveyed the ITS literature and summarized that travel
information applications should support user activity
before, during, and after trips using transportation
systems. They emphasized the use of scenario-based
activity analysis for supporting people.
The HCI community has addressed issues like
optimizing transportation for senior citizens [11],
optimizing transportation for CO2 emissions [10], and
shared economy and its influences [6]. Unfortunately,
to date we see a lack of applications for universal use
that optimize for disparate individual differences in
transportation choices. Additionally, there seems to be
a shortage in experimentation with new design
concepts for such complex applications.
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Research Objectives
Research questions were framed through literature
review and team interest in urban transportation and
interaction design:
R1: How do urban dwellers plan their commute around
their chores/tasks?
R2: What are their criteria for choosing a certain
mode(s) of transportation over others? Or how/why do
they use a combination of modes when available?
We wanted to understand the motivations behind how
people optimize their commute (urban travel options)
in order to accomplish their various tasks and chores.
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Figure 1: Geographic areas
covered in research.

Methodology
We started by observing transportation hubs for
activities done by travelers—3 bus stations, 3 CTA
stations, and 3 Divvy shared bike stations. Then we
interviewed 15 people of various ages (ages 20-60) to
get insight into their trip planning for everyday chores
and their actual choices of modes of transport and
routes taken. We covered both urban and suburban
areas (see Figure 1 for full list) and used the friend-ofa-friend approach to recruit participants for this study.
Following the observations and interviews, we used the
grounded theory approach to analyze the qualitative
data [1]. An affinity diagram was built on our project
room walls and insights were developed.
For concept development, we walked the wall of postits and brainstormed ideas that addressed the user
needs. Smaller ideas were merged and a full solution
was developed. For user evaluation, a lo-fidelity
interactive prototype was developed in the Principle for
Mac software and demonstrated on actual phones to 10
different individuals (ages 25-65). We video recorded

the interactions of each individual and asked them to
think aloud as they went through the setup phase and
onto exploring the features of Sway.

Initial Findings
After conducting interviews with people from all over
Chicago, our biggest insight was that there are six
high-level criteria that comprise the decision-making
process for trip planning to do chores: time/duration,
convenience, cost, comfort, safety, and
health/fitness.
The most frequently narrated compromise made by
people was between using Uber/Lyft and riding the
public bus/subway. Uber/Lyft is extremely convenient
but quite expensive compared to public transportation.
The public bus/subway, on the other hand, is very costeffective, yet is inconvenient because of its fixed pickup/drop-off locations and overcrowding during peak
travel hours. Current transportation systems optimize
for these two criteria the most and so as a consequence
people mention them the most. The criteria of comfort,
safety and health/fitness are also optimized but at a
personal level and more implicitly by the user.
We re-evaluated current offerings with these six
criteria. We discovered, for instance, that the Google
Maps application only takes into account time/duration,
in effect assuming that’s the only criterion users
consider. Citymapper goes a bit further and displays
estimated calories a traveler would burn if they decide
to walk or ride a bicycle, thus allowing users to
compare both the time/duration and health/fitness
benefits of a route. This is certainly a step up, but still
leaves many other considerations unaccounted for,
such as safety.

Furthermore, current offerings often display
unnecessary information, adding irrelevant complexity
to the interface for trip planning. Both Google Maps and
Citymapper suggest routes in multiple modes of
transport, many of which are irrelevant to users.
Additionally, Google Maps has the practice of displaying
two alternative routes to each destination, yet not
providing any explicit advantage, as the routes are
often labeled with only a “Similar ETA.” These two
examples illustrate the unnecessary complexity in
current interfaces and the overall user experience of
current offerings.

Sway: a concept for urban transportation

Figure 2: Tier 1 optimization.

Figure 3: Tier 2 optimization.

Based on our findings, we set out to create a mobile
platform that could account for all six criteria and
provide travelers with a unique travel experience. Our
goal was to design an interface that would only display
modes, information, and routes that a user would find
helpful and hide everything else that’s irrelevant to the
specific context. To achieve this, we created a system
called “Sway” that would learn a user’s preferences
upon repeated usage and recommend routes
accordingly.
Sway is built around a structure we call a “smart
scaffolding” or “Tier 1.” This structure displays three
trip options, based on a handful of setup questions
aimed at understanding the user’s preferences at a
basic level. Each option would feature a mode of
transport or combination of modes that prioritizes one
of the six criteria. For example, the first option may be
to ride a bicycle because Sway has learned that
health/fitness is important to the user. The second
option could be to take the bus because Sway has
learned that cost-effectiveness is a priority to the user.

In addition to a mode of transportation, each option
would display relevant information, such as duration of
the trip, cost of the trip, and calories burned. The
display of these types of information would prove
particularly effective for users to whom costeffectiveness and health/fitness are important (see
Figure 2). When the user selects an option, their
decision is logged, reinforcing the criteria connected to
that option while simultaneously de-emphasizing other
criteria that was ignored by the user.
After selecting one of the three trip options, a user is
brought to “Tier 2,” which would display a map view
with at least two routes. As with the previous Tier, each
route would be connected to a different criterion. For
example, one route would be “Shortest time,” which
would take the time/duration criterion as its priority.
Another route would be “Safest,” which would take the
safety criterion as its priority (see Figure 3). Users
could easily toggle between routes and the information
at the top would adjust accordingly (see Figure 4).
To further aid Sway’s accuracy in learning a user’s
travel preferences, Sway would tag every user-selected
option with a set of information to record the
circumstances in which that option was selected. This
would allow Sway to understand the context in which
the user chose a particular option or route. Sway would
tag the 1) day of the week, 2) time of day, 3) date, 4)
weather, 5) nearby traffic patterns, 6) nearby special
events (e.g. concerts, sporting events), 7) events in
the user’s calendar around the time of the selection,
and 8) transportation delays related to the selection. In
the future under similar circumstances, Sway would
have a point of reference.
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Figure 4: Type of relevant
information Sway shows in each
Tier to aid user’s decisionmaking.

User Evaluation of Concept
Although limited in its functionality, the lo-fidelity
prototype gave people a relatively high-resolution user
experience of the concept. People validated several
needs and questioned certain features.
Our prototype was optimized for a person who values
health/fitness, so biking was the first recommended
option in Tier 1. From there, the user would be
presented with two routes in Tier 2: 1) the fastest route
and 2) the safest route.
Other features that users explored included a message
center, a weather scroll, a dashboard to view travel
expenses with budget goal setting, and a dashboard to
view health/fitness activity with related goal setting.
Users were also presented with the possibility of
connecting to other existing platforms such as Mint,
Fitbit, and Google in order to drive/provide better
aggregate data and suggestions.

situations. For example, suppose a user unexpectedly
finds themselves with extra time to drive to their
destination. Perhaps this one time they’d prefer to take
the route with least traffic instead of the route with the
shortest travel time. We found that making
adjustments to the routes in Tier 2 is an effective way
to incorporate both of these insights.
As for other features, we were surprised that the ability
to optimize for a given budget received negative
feedback. It was seen as a good idea but many users
were hesitant to connect their finances with a new,
unproven app. One user suggested showing comparison
spending or ‘what might’ve been’ if a user where to
take other modes of transportation. The reception for
the health/fitness feature was relatively neutral, but we
did note a handful of people referring to other fitness
applications they use. The ability to integrate data from
those apps is a possible area for exploration.

Discussion
User Evaluation Findings
Our testers responded positively to our “smart
scaffolding” in Tier 1, commenting that simplifying trip
planning to three recommended options made the
process easier. Tier 2 received an even greater positive
response as people loved having multiple distinctive yet
highly personalized routing options as a feature.
Two major insights emerged from our testing. The first
was that users have different considerations for
different modes of transportation. Knowing the safest
route may be important to a user when riding a bicycle,
but not when they’re driving. The second was that
while a user’s overarching travel preferences are
consistent, there may be exceptions in certain

Just the right amount of complexity needs to be shown
Each person has a unique set of preferences that
change dynamically from one circumstance to another.
The only way to simplify the experience is to
personalize the options/routes and show only the ones
that are relevant. The options/routes need to be
significantly different from one another to enable an
easier informed decision. Our smart scaffolding
provides a way for exposing a certain level of
complexity to our users while simultaneously
maintaining the trip planning experience quite personal
and simple.
Lower barriers to unfamiliar modes and routes
Sway makes it easier for users to discover new modes

of transportation and routes that better fulfill their
needs. Sway is constantly learning and adjusting to a
user’s preferences, which will help users build trust in
the system’s recommendations. As a result, when the
user sees an option they’re unfamiliar with, there is
better chance that they might try it. This could have
large implications on travel behavior, as travelers’ trips
become increasingly efficient while allowing for the
spirit of serendipity and adventure.

Next Steps
We are looking to create a second prototype for user
testing of concept(s) and eventually we plan to build a
hi-fidelity functional prototype for in-field trials in the
city of Chicago.
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